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CTA Survey Results
The last week of the Winter Trimester
PRINT conducted a CT A Survey which
basically sought to find out if students that
p resent ly drive or use other private
transportation (bicycle, hitch, walk, etc.) to
Northeastern would swit ch to .public
transportation at a reduced rate of 20c basic
fare , 30c wit h t ransfer. We placed deposit boxes
at t he Candy Shoppe, the UNI-corn , the A and B
entrances and the Science Building lounge.
Unfortunately, when we retrieved the deposit
boxes the one a t the A wing entrance was
missing. Why anyone would want a CTA
survey box remains a mystery. Security is
working on the caper.
Those who already take public transportation
understandably fa vor the reduced fare. Some
indicated there approval by checking t he "Yes"
box several times and saying "That would be
great!"
Some who would not switch from private to
public transportation had no choice; there was

North Park

Co-Sponsors
Art Exhibit
with UNI
North Park College and
Northeastern Illinois University are co-sponsoring their
first Annual Senior A ward Art
Exhibit, beginning on W ednesday, May 9. Stuart Carlson of
NPC and Russell Roller of
UNI are representing t heir
respective art departments in
planning t he event at the
North River Community Art
Gallery, 3307 W. Bryn Mawr.
The art work will be on display
for the rest of May, according
to Professor Carlson.
Works in the show will be
selected from pieces submit ted
by senior art students in both
schools. Jurors who will select
the pieces for show and will
determine awards are Dorothea
Builder from Northern Illinois
University , DeKalb, and Edward De Carbo from Herron
School of Art.
This is the second show in
t his new community gallery,
which has been set up by the
Nort h River Commission along
with North Park College and
Northeastern Illinois Universit y.
It is open 12 noon to 4 :00
p.m. as well as Thursday
evenings. Those in terested in
becoming more actively involved with the gallery are
encouraged .t o. inquire at the
gallery desk.

no public transportation available to them.
?thers lived within walking distance. But many
Just found the car .much more convenient.
The resu!ts have been turned in to Bill
Lienemann, Vice-President of Academic Affairs.
He will discuss them with President Sachs and
CTA representatives to s ee if we can get bus
passes for Northeastern community, even on an
experimental basis.
The results of the survey based on those
collected were as follows:
302 voting
299 valid surveys
133 or 44% ride public transportation all
the time
156 or 52% use private transportation all
the time
101 or 65% of t hose who use private would
switch to public a t the reduced rate*
55 or 35% of t hose who use private would
not switch
.
13 or 4% use both public and private
transportation to get to Northeastern
10 or 77% of those who use both public and
private, would use public all t he time at
the reduced rate
3 or 23% who take both would not switch
*Reduced rate t ransfer.

20c basic fare, 30c with

Vogel Named Acting Director

for Program Developme nt
Dr. Francis Vogel has been appointed Acting Director of the
Center for Program Development to replace Mr. William P. Moore
for the interim period of May - June, 1973. This is effective April
30, 1973.
All matters involving the activities of the Center for Program
Development are to be handled directly with t he Acting Director.

One Way
The Chicago City Council at its meeting on
March 14, 1973 approved the following one-way
designations for streets adjacent to the
University:
St. Louis
Bernard
Berwyn
Balmoral
Catalpa

South
North
East
West
East

These one-way designations became effective
with t he publishing of t he official meeting
journal on Mar~h 26, 1973. New street signs
should be posted soon.
It is hoped t hat t he university community
will use major t hrough streets to travel to a.n d
from the campus whenever possible so that the
one-way residential streets indicated above will
remain basically residential streets. With your
cooperation, and the city's action, the streets
around the university should become much
safer fo~ the residents and for the university
community.

Three professors at Northeastern Illinois University ,
have been named Outstanding
E ducators of America for 1973.
Chosen were Dr. June
Sochen, history professor and
author, 6238 North Harding;
Dr. Peter Flynn, professor of
element a ry education , 1626
West Greenleaf, and Valentine
Glockner, chairman of t he
· educational foundations department, 1205 Crain St. ,

Evanston.
Outstanding Educators is an
annual awards program honoring distinguished men and
women for their exceptional
serv ice, achievements , and
leadership in the field of
education. Guidelines for the
recipients' selection include an
educator 's talen ts in t he
classroom, con t ribu tion s to
research, administrative abilit ies, CI V IC serv ice , and
professional recognition.

Visits of Candidates
to UNI for Director
of Program Development_
After having received over 130 appliants for
the p osit ion of Dir ector of Program
Development, the Search and Screen Committee
has narrowed t he number of candidates to six.
A list of t hese candidates and the dates of their
visits are given below :
Dr . Jean Gillies , Assistant Professor ,
Northeastern Illinois University [Friday, May

4)
Dr. Stanley Starkman, Associate P rofessor of
Psychology and Director of the Office of
Educa tional Research, Development and Field
Services ; Chicago State University [Tuesday ,
May 8)

Dr. I . Don · Bell, Dean and Director of the
Living-Learning Center, Indiana University
[Friday, May 11)
Dr. Richard A. · Kaplowitz, Special Assistant
to the Dean for Academic Administration;
University College, Rutgers University
[Tuesday, May 15)
Dr. Jean Entwistle, presently involved in
research in Holland; formerly Assis t an t
Director of Research Services, Chicago State
University [To be announced]
Dr. Reynold Feldman, presently involved in
research in West Germany; formerly Assistant
Director of the E xperimental College of
Humanistic Studies, University of Hawaii [To
be announced]
All faculty , students and staff are invited on
each visit to an informal tea from 2:00 to 3:00
in the Buffeteria.
SCHEDULE OF VISITS FOR DR. GILLIES,
DR. STARKMAN AND DR. BELL :

9:00 - 9:30 - Meeting with Advisory
Committee for Program Development (C-524)
9:30 - 11 :00 ·- Meeting wtth ; Coordinators
and represenqiti¥es of UWW, PIE , Women 's
Studies and BOG (C-524)
\
11:00 - 12 :00 - Tour of Campus
12: 00 - l:00 - Luncheon and meeting W\th
Search and Screen Committee (Buffeteria)
1:00 - 2:00
Meet wit h Vice-President
-Goldberg
2:00 - 3:00
I nformal Hour with UNI
students, faculty and staff (Refreshments will
be served in the Buffeteria)
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We at the PRINT would like to welcome all students, staff,
faculty, civil service, and administrators to another fun-p acked
Summer Trimester at UNI.

D

-l etters
All letters must be typed and signed. Names will be withheld upon request.

An Open
Letter to
Governor
Walker
The Union for Puerto Rican
Students are in solidarity with
The United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee. We are
. aware of the support that
Governor Walker gave to the
Lettuce Boycot t during his
campaign. We are also aware
of a persistent evasiveness on
your part to meet with the
UFWOC , now as governor to
support this issue as promised.
We should like to see the
persistency that you showed
concerning the CT A issue. We
feel that this is not an issue

only for Chicanos and Latinos
but it durectly affect s the
consumer.
Your ineffectiveness to move
on this issue has deeply
jeopardized your integrity in .
the Latino Community. We
believe that Hector Guzman
and Dr. Prieto have established a precedence that ot her
Latinos will follow . The
precedence is that they will not
collect the people 's money
without getting any cooperation from your office.
As governor of Illinois, we
The Union for Puerto Rican
Students demand a statement
from you as to where you
stand on the Lettuce Boycott.
Union for Puerto Rican
Students
Northeastern Illinois
University

C.0111e Up
To Print
We would appreciate any people who wo11ld like to work for the
PRINT, whether it be cartoons, , layout, photography, office
work, or reporting.
If you are interested in any of the above mentioned areas, or
any other areas come up to E-214 above the North Dining Hall
anytime.
Nobody in? Leave your name and phone number as well as
your interest and place it O!l the bulletin board.

STAFF BOX
PRINT is published weekly at
Northeastern Illinois University,
St. Louis and Bryn
M~wr Streets.
' :

EDITORIAL BOARD :
Editor
Sue Straus
Dan Herman
News Editor
Tony Kezele Contributing Ed.
.Business Manager Jim Feezor
Photo EditQi
Linda Ozag
Sports E dit or: Chris Lubinecki
Features Ed:· Joe W einshanker
Columnists: Paula Levy
Pieces, roseanne podraza
Try It

Staff: Mark Anderson, Arona
Arbus, _Cindy Ban, Barb
Cibelli, Barb Deer, Andie
Dubnick, Bob Eichenfeld,
Dave Green, J ane Green,
Rita Harmata, Cat hy Jones,
Lorin Kane, Brian Kilmnick,
Loiraine Kruzel, Kathy McGil).nes, Connie McNeely,
Chtis Meyer, Susan Molnar,
Greg Ostro, Sue Sherman,
Ru ss Stewart, Mary len e
Whitehead, Ray Wort h, J oe
Wynn, Charlotte Yakimow,
Andrea Zlabis
Ely Liebow
Sponsor

O pen

TABLE TENNIS - GYM ANNEX* (May - August, 1973)
10 - 2 ................ M, T, W. Th, F.

Gy111

* In

and Pool
Hours

case of inclement weather, scheduled outdoor class activities
preempt recreation hours in Gyms A & C and the Gy m Annex.

INTRA-MURALS - MEN (May - August, 1973)
All UNI students are cordially invited to take part in th e activities:

Tournaments

Time

Supervisor

I have been apprised by
Softball
1 P.M. - Tues., Thurs.
Faloona
some students of misconcep2
P.M.
Wed.
tions regarding the Physical
Health Club recreation hours Tennis
1 P.M. - Tues. , Thurs.
in the gym, pool and outdoor
2 P.M. - Wed.
athletic areas. This includes
the intra-mural program for
INTRA-MURALS - WOMEN (May - August , 1973)
men and women.
Time
I am requesting that this Tournaments
Supervisor
letter be published in PRINT. Tennis
1 P.M. - , Tues., Thurs.
Guzik
The purpose of this letter is to ·
2 P.M. -Wed.
clarify the situation and set
the record right.
Badminton
1 P.M. - Tues., Thurs.
Guzik
THE PHYSICAL HEALTH
2 P.M. - Wed.
CLUB
1 P.M. - Tues., Thurs.
Guzik
This
is
a
student Table-Tennis
2 P.M. - Wed.
organization financed by student fees and staffed by the Watch the bulletin. board in the Area of Health, Physical Education,
Physical Education Area. ALL
R~creation and Athletics for sign-up dates.
students are welcome to the
Fun Nites sponsored by this
(Schedule Continued on Page 8)
organization. We discourage
guests because we are more
Once again, you are all
tennis courts, handball courts
interested in having gym and
cordially invited to take part
and athletic fields whenever
pool space for our students. A_s
in the programs in our Area. It
classes are not using the
a student of UNI, you are
is our hope that you will do so
facilites. You can pick up
automatically a member of this
and that you will benefit by
racquets , balls and other
organization.
the many activities.
equipment from the Equipment Room in the gym by
OUTDOOR ATHLETIC
Best . wishes,
depositing your I.D. card.
FIELD USAGE
Your card will be returned
Gus Ziagos
Students, faculty and staff when items charged to the
Director of Physical
are cordially invited to use the
card are returned.
Education

Commentary
•• • Where the Guts Are

by Anonymous
Does the Administration of
Northeastern Illinois University have tghe gut s to take t he
lead??? To be in t h e
forefront???
Never before has an era
presented YOU, (Deans of t his
and tha t, Mr. a / o Mrs. a / o Ms.
in charge of t his and that. . .
Student Affairs, Academic
Affairs, Financial Aid, Department Heads and so forth and
so on) with the opportunity to

become a positive and actual
part of history.
Has the administ ration of
t his or any university or
college ever refused to accept
t he destiny designed for its
studen ts b y a political
administration???
Has t he administration of
this or any university or
college ever shown active and
open concern for students with
sincere educational goals but
no funds???
Is college now reduced to

big, cold , hard bu siness
only??? Or is there anyone here
whQ really desires to reinforce
and guaran t ee a quality
educational institution???

The following statement is
not meant to activate a moral
renaisance. Only YOU can
achieve t ha t . This is a
reminder:
A student that is poor
(financially) may not be poor
(Continued on Page 7)
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Ms. Josiane Caron, gra.duate community dealt with docustudent in the Departm~nt of menting the emmigration and
Social Sciences, has bee~ .,. ~aptation of these Black
directly responsible for North- families who were not Amerieastern receiving its first can.
contingent of Haitian stuHer native French enabled
dents. The students are : Ms. her to relate well with the
Suzy Bordes, Mr. Jean Bien Haitian families , since they
Aime, and Mr. Jean Nady.
French and Creole-speaking
Both Ms. Bordes and Mr.
(some speak Spanish, also).
Nady will begin their studies
Ms . Caron graduated from
here during t he Spring the University Without Walls
trimester. Mr. Bien Aime~·whq, of UNI in December of 1972.
is presently a studenf at Her entrance into the GradTriton College, will initiate his uate School of Social Sciences
studies in September of this has enabled her to continue her
year.
study and to further serve the
Ms. Caron is a French
University and the Haitian
citizen from Aix-en-Provence, people, by working dilligently
France, where she studied at to encourage individuals to
the Universite Aix-Marseilles, enter Northeastern Illinois
majoring in French Literature. Univeristy . In this way, the
After graduating, Ms. Caron academic community as a
served as a counselor in the whole will be enriched by the
College Technique des J eunes practically heretofore ignored
Filles, in the south of France. culture of Haiti.
Ms. Caron came to th~
At present, Ms. Caron is
United States and travelled
planning a month-long sojourn
about the country for a period
in that Caribbean island. She
of time before accepting a is being encouraged by the
position · as French language Haitian counsul in Chicago,
teacher at the Foreign Service the French ambassador in
Institute in Washington, D.C.
Haiti, the director of the
Her connections with that Haitian Center of Research in
position caused her to visit Social Sciences in Haiti, and
Chicago, where she subse- many other noteworthy perquen tly enrolled in the sons in Haiti.
University Without Walls
Ms. Caron 's field research
program, here at UNI.
in Haiti will consist of the
Her activitie s in this following activities:
Program led her to formalize a
Haitian Literature Survey:
Project which involved many
Ms. Caron will be actively
families in the Haitian engaged in compiling a
comm,unity of Evanston , Illi- comprehensive bibliography of
nois. A·l~ii.g with t his interest, s~veral literary genres; nameshe taught English as ·. a ·Iy, the novel, the short ·story,
Second Language to Haitian · poetry,' draina and essay. This
children at the St. Mary 's should prove invaluable here
School, in Evanston . Her at UNI, since we are presently
Project in the Haitian receiving the first Haitian

Study of Voodoo Cult and
the People Involved Therein:
Ms. Caron will document
findings through audio-visual
techniques namely; with taperecorder and photography .
Further documentation will be
sought through individual
interviews at the University of
Port-au-Prince.

Ms. Caron has indicated
that thes·e .are just some of the
first steps in serving this very
interesting Black segment of
our society. Her efforts in the
island are the preliminary
activities necessary for the
establishment of a Work-LiveLearn in Haiti Program.
We of the
academic
community here at UNI say,
"Congratulations to Josiane
for work well-done!!"

Josiane Caron

Students on Governing
Board Bill Introduced
The Association of Illinois
Studen t Governments announced the introduction of
legislation to provide non-voting student members on all the
university governipg boards,
the Junior College Board and
the Board of Higher Education. The bill, sponsored by
Speaker Robert Blair (R-Park
Forest) and Rep. Giddy Dyer
(R-Hinsdale) , was introduced
ApriJ 25th.
The bill faces its first test on
the House Education Committee, of which Rep. Dyer is the
chairperson. The Association
is gathering testimony to
present at the committee
hearings and is looking . for

co-sponsors to add stature to
the bill.
The bill is a result of
discussions between members
of the AISG, the Student
Advisory Committee to the
Board of Higher Education
and the Illinois Association of
Community College Students.
There is widespread support
for the bill on college campuses
and in higher education circles
as well as in branches of the
government. Gov. Walker has
stated that he supports the
concept of broadening · the
makeup of these boards to
include students, in meetings
with members of the Associa-

tion as well as in several
interviews. There certainly is a .
precedent for such action - 35
states have state institutions ·
with voting or non-voting
students on their boards.
"We expect this bill to pass
providing there is sufficient
interest" said Jim Gitz , AISG
Exec. Director. " We need
letters , petitions, personal
contacts with legislators from
university districts, articles in
the campus newspapers ... If
there is not editorial and
visible support and interest
among students at universities
and community colleges, it will
surely die."

8 UWW Students Grad
Eight University Without
. Walls (UWW) students were
among the 750 graduates of
. Northeastern Illinois University, at exercises held April
18 at Orchestra Hall. UWW is
a degree program open to
persons of all ages in.which the
student progress.es at\ his/ her
own rate, structures his / her
own program with the aid of

an academic adviser, and
combines academic work with
actual work with experts in
his/ her chosen 'field.
The UWW graduates and
their areas of study James R.
Burton, 9044 South Chappel,
business administration; Juan
Colon, 1416 North Washtenaw,
community organization; Su-

san Moore, 665 West Cornelia,
anthropology; Katherine Ortiz,
910 North Homan, sociology;
Karen Richardson, 729 West
Brompton, alternative education; Jan M. Phillips, Marion,
Virginia, business administration; LaVerne Gurley, Memphis, Tennesee, science, and
Rebecca Moskowitz, 606 LaCrosse, Wilmette, speech and
performing arts.
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students and initiating a
Haitian program.
Art Survey: This will be
conducted in the museums,
galleries, private collections,
and in the country-side there
in the island.

PRINT

(Revisited) by Cathy Jones
We were very pleased ... to have been invited on April 2 to
Northeastern's Classroom Building dedication. It was one of the
most delightful affairs we have seen in many years. Our sincerest
congratulations to Jerry Sachs and all the fine gentlemen
responsible for the occasion. Following are some of our
observations . .
The affair looked like a
veritable social register . .
.Seymour Simon, the well
known , much loved local
political dynamo, and Jerry
Specter, both were on hand to
everyone's delight.
Overheard at the speakers '
platform . . . Gerry Cannon,
UNI's husky, ever-youthful
University Communications
Director, leaning over to
Danny Kolb, dynamic student
President, and asking, "Isn't
this wonderful, Danny?" and
Roman Pucinski
Dan agreeing gleefully . . .
Probably the most exciting event was the cutting of the
ribbons, with our dashing new Governor Dan "Boots" Walker
standing between our student reps and the Alumni reps as he cut
his tie to the University .. .
White carnation boutineers were sported by both Dan Walker
and our president. The white beautifully offset Gerry Sachs' basic
grey business suit . . .
The biggest surprise of t he festivities was the appearance of
that distinguished man of t he hour, Congressman Roman
Pucinski . ..
Unfortunately , Frank Annunzio was unable to attend. Also
sending their regrets were Mayor Daley, whom we love dearly,
Representative Bernard Wolfe, and our choice for FBI director,
Dick Ogilvie. All were invited, but were too busy . . .Neither
President Nixon or Vice-President Agnew were on hand, though
Lt. Francis "Bud" Flood had issued to his men high-powered
walkie talkies, and reported that he would be able to provide
adequate security.
After the dedication lots of interesting things happened.
Roman was seen walking to and fro in the mezzanine introducing
himself to the public. He was overheard saying, "Hi. I'm Roman
Pucinski, running Alderman in the 41st Ward. What's your name
and major?" Rubbing elbows with our own Bill Lienemann was
that man about town, Ben Morton . . .
Ben and friends were discussing the credibility of the PRINT's
April Fool's Issue when Gerry Specter was · heard to exclcµm,
"What, Is This True?"
He was referring, of course, to the PRINT's article on the
Kimball-St. Louis, Bryn Mawr-Catalpa Parking Structure. What
a deliciously funny article!
Two things will stand out in my mind as the most stirring. One
was the UNI Choir magnificently resounding the " Northeastern
Alma Mater". It was beautiful. The other was the introduction
during the ceremony, of everyone who was instrumental in
getting the Classroom Building going. All the local politicians
and community leaders and college admini_s trators took credit
they richly deserved for the planning of the fine building.
As a fitting end to a beautiful day, everyone went to Gerry's
house for cocktails. Of course, we weren't invited. But we heard
stories about that affair that would curl your hair. Too bad we
can't talk about them in this family newspaper.

Museum Second
Benefit Auction
Widely varied works gathered from
artists, private donors and galleries
will be auctioned at a Benefit for the
Museum of Contemporary Art.
Sponsored by the Board of Trustees
and the Women's Board of the
Museum, the auction will be held at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel, May 12. John
Marion, president of Parke-Bernet
Galleries, will conduct the auction
which will be followed by dinner and
dancing.
All of the works will be exhibited in
advance at the Michael Wyman
Gallery, 233 East Ontario St. from
May 3-10 (10 a.m.-6 p.m. daily).
During this exhibition week a number
of pieces will be available for
purchase. An advanced bid may also
be made at this time for those unable
to attend the Benefit. A fee of $10 will
be charged for making a sealed bid

and will be deducted from the selling
price if the bid is successful. The fee is
payable when the bid is .placed and is
not refundable.

The works cover a wide range - in
media, artist representation and price.
Cambodian, Eskimo, South Indian and
Pre-Columbian sculpture will also be
available.
Five Mystery Boxes, each created
through the contribution of eleven
Chicago artists, will be raffled the
night of the auction. The artists are
Roger Brown, Ed Paschke, Jack
Harris, Kerig Pope, Ellen Lanyon, Jim
O'Hara, Don Baum, Ray Yoshida, Phil
Hanson, Christina Romberg and
Barbara Rossi. The raffle tickets are
$5.00 / 6 for $25. For further
information call Alene Valkanas at
943-7755.
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PIE Seminars for Fall Trimester

Cont-inue Coop
Accounting

The Program for Interdisciplinary Education (PIE) will offer
-. ... _;, fifteen seminars during the Fall trimester. Each seminar will deal
with a current topic and will hopefully be composed of four or five
faculty, and about fifteen students. Such seminars offer faculty
The Cooperative Accounting and students a unique opportunity to share their concerns and
Program with Roosevelt Uni- interests.
versity will be continuing
If you would like to become involved in one of the seminars
through the Summer of 1973. listed below (full or part-time), please contact the appropriate
Students will be offered the chair-person or the PIE office. (x422, C-528). I would also be
opportunity to take i~troduc- more than glad to talk to you further about the seminar approach
tion to Accounting I a_n d- those to interdisciplinary education if you would like additional details.
students having ta~n this Please feel free to get in touch with me at x8328 or x 9327, or
course will have the opportuni- come by and see me in room 4-004.
ty to take Introduction to
PIE SEMINARS FOR THE FALL TRIMESTER
Accounting II . There will be
Course &
no additio1ial charge for UNI
students already paying full
Sect. No. Title or Seminars, Meeting Times, and Chairpersons
tuition.
95-324
Interdisciplinary Seminar III, 3 er.
The Courses will be taught
01
"What are the Theologians Saying?"
at Roosevelt University, 430 S.
10, 11 T
0-041
Rizik
Michigan Ave., Chicago. The
course offerings are : _
02
"The Energy Crisis"
2, 3 F
0-041
Sood
INTRODUCTION TO ACacounting I [Accounting 101]
03
"Preparing to Meet the ·Future"
First Day Term: June
2, 3 W
0-041
Robertson
18-July 27, Section A 9:3004
"Examining Your Religious Faith"
10:55 MTWThF
2, 3 T 3-012
Pitts
Second Day Term: July
05
"Problems of Living in Urban America"
30-September 7, no course
2, 3 W · 0-042
Schwartz
Evening Term : June 18-August 16, Section M 5:50-8:00
06
"The Teacher as a Revolutionary"
TTh evening
2, 3 Th
0-042
M . Vogel

Program

INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING II [Accounting

07

"Trascendental Meditation"
2, 3 T
0-006
Robertson

102]

08

"The Nature of Homosexuality"
2, 3 Th
0-042
TBA
-

09

"Genesis: The Origin of Earth, Life and Man"
1, 2 M 0-041
Barnes

10

"Existential Education"
2, 3 T
0-042
Bock

First Day Term : J u ne
18-July 27, no course.
Second Day Term : July
30-September 7, Section G
9:30-10 :50 MTWThF
Evening Term : J une 18-August 16, Section M 5:50-8:00
TTh evening
Students wishing to partici. pate in this program should
obtain applications from any
member of the economics
staff _ or the department
secretary in S-225a, or contact
Mr . Sheldon Rothstein in
S-221b. Deadline for applications will be Wednesday; May
9, 1973. Notification of
participants is scheduled for
May 11-14 and registration is
scheduled for May 14-16,
9:00-12:00 and 1:00-3:00 in the
UNI Records Office.
Assuming continued fina ncing, this program will continue
in the Fall 1973 trimester with
Marketing Mangement being
offered. The prerequisites for
this course are Principles of
Economics I and II.

• ·-Qu o Vadimus

i
■

A I U m-s I
I
M e e t •I
I

The Northeastern Illinois
University Alumni Association
will hold its third annual
meeting, 6:30 p .m., May 10, in
the north dining hall.

(More on P. 7)

For Sale: Teisco Electric bass, as good
• as new. Mint. condition. $25 firm. Call
Don Kopping at 262-2894 anytime.
■ Saturday May 12th Women In
• Communication, Inc. will spo nsor
"Minority Women in Communications"
■ at WGN, located at 2501_W. Bradley.
The speakers and workshop conference will begin at 9 p.m. High
school people are the core of the
■ conference. College people are invited
e as a laison group between the
■ professional people and those from
! high school.

11

"An Interdisciplinary Study of Skills for Interpersonal
Communication ' '
2, 3 T
0-041
Carlson

12

"Understanding 'Ethnic Differences in America"
3, 4 Th
0-0:11
O'Cherony
..
"Alternative Theoretical Approaches to Psychotherapy"
2, 3 F
0-042
Steigman

13
14

"The Making of a University : Northeastern"
TBA
TBA
Lienemann

15

"The Making of a University: Readings"
TBA
TBA
Lienemann

Kiddie Kol /ege
Dear Friends,
In case you haven't heard ._.. the Women's Studies Program
will be coordinating a Play Care Center, called Kiddie Kollege
during the summer for the children of UNI 's students, staff, and
faculty.
Kiddie Kollege, which opens on June 18th, runs daily Monday
through Friday f~om 8 a.m. to 5 p .m., and closes on August 17th.
Since we will not be providing any sort of food , there will be no
charge to bring your children in. All that we require is that
parents volunteer 2 or more hours per week to help staff the
Center (and thus keeping it free) . Kiddie Kollege will include two
age ranges - 1st through 3rd grade, and 4th on up.
Letters have gone out to faculty who will .be teaching during
the summer trimester asking them to volunteer time to teach a
"Course" to the children. For example, art faculty could "teach"
finger painting, English faculty could tell stories , etc._
We are encouraging as many mothers and fathers as possible
to participate. If you do not have any young children, we hope
that you will spread the word.
If you have any further questions, please call us at ext. 422 or
write us at C-528.
Sincerely,
The Women's Studies Board
If you are interested in TELEVISION
then YOU should join STUDENT
PRODUCTIONS. We need camera
operators , sound people, lighting
people, performers, and anyone else
who can help us run our station. We
will teach you all you need to know .
We meet during the activity hour (1-2)
Thursday in the TV studio room
E-112. First meeting, Spring Term is
May 10.

· THEODORE BIKEL and GEULA
GILL Benefit Concert
Sager-Schechter Day School Orchestra Hall, 20 South Michigan.
Folk music from around the world.
Saturday, May 12, 1973, 9:00 P.M.
$4-$25. Tickets 432-1454.

.,_----------.,...-------------,

Five members of t he board
of directors are to be elected
and s ev e ral constitu tio nal
a mend m ents a r e to b e
considered by the members of
t he associat ion. Entertainment
and refreshmen ts will follow
t he business meeting.
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The Alumni Associati on Presents
During the May·June semester and the July-August semester,
t he UNI Alumni Association will continue to present a new
concept -in educational programming, "Mini 'U'" - a mini
university within the university.
There will be three offerings during the May-June semester:
(1) ASTROLOGY: AN IN DEPTH LOOK, (2) NUMEROLOGY:
AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE, and (3) CATHOLIC
THEOLOGY. There will be one offering during the July-August
semester: ASTROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE.
ASTROLOGY: AN IN DEPTH LOOK, Section 1-Wed., 7-8
p.m., 8 weeks. Begins May 2, '73, Section 2-Fri., 7-8 p.m., 8
weeks. Begins May 4 '73.
What is a chart? A horoscope? How do you set-up and
interpret a chart? How can you be your own astrologer? If you
would like the answers to these questions and be able to erect and
interpret charts and set-up your own mini astrological computer,
then this is the course for you. IF YOU HAVE NOT TAKEN
"ASTROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE" YOU STILL
CAN TAKE THIS ONE.
ASTROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE, Wed. ,
7-8:30 p.m., 6 weeks. Begins July 11 '73.
What is Astrology? What is a Sun Sign? Moon Sign? Rising
Sign? If you would like to learn the answers to these questions
and be able to chart your horoscope and the horoscope of your
family and friends, then this is the course for you because it will
enable you to answer your own most important questions and
will make you the "life of the party" . IF YOU HAVE NOT
TAKEN "ASTROLOGY: AN IN DEPTH LOOK" YOU STILL
CAN TAKE THIS ONE.

NUMEROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTO. ' COURSE, Wed. ,
8-9 p.m., 8 weeks. Begins May 2, '73, Section 2-Fri., 8-9 p.m., 8
weeks. Begins May 4 '73.
What is numerology? Why are numbers important in your
everyday life? What is your life cycle number? What is your daily
cycle number? If you would like to learn the answers to these
questions and master the art of numerology to enable you _to give
"number readings" for yourself, family, and friends , then this is
the course for you.
CATHOLIC THEOLOGY, Tues., 8-10 p.m., 6 weeks. Begins
May 8 '73.
What are Catholic theologians saying? This course will
investigate the currents of thought among Catholic theologians
both in this country and in Europe. The discussion will center on
the major shifts in emphasis in Roman Catholic doctrinal
explanations that have taken place in the last five years.
Discussion topics are as follows : May 1 - Can the Church's

teaching change?; May 8 - How about Papal infalliqility?; May
15 - Who is Jesus Christ?; May 22 - Have we forgotten
Original Sin?; May 29 - What morality did Jesus teach? ; June
5 - How should we explain the Eucharist? ·
This course is open to all interested parties a:nd does fulfill the
theology requirement of the Catholic School Board for teachers in
the Catholic Schools. Instructing this course will be Reverend
John R. Price, M.A. , UNI Campus Catholic Minister. Fee for the
course is $10.
You will be awarded a certificate of accomplishment on
completion of the requirements of any one of the following Mini
'U ' offerings: ASTROLOGY: AN IN DEPTH LOOK,
ATROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE, NUMEROLOGY: AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE. There will be no
required materials for you to purchase and no required out of
class assignemnts for these three courses. The instructor for each
of these classes will be Maryann Gall. The registration fee of $10
per course; however, if you wish to register for both
ASTROLOGY: AN IN DEPTH LOOK and NUMEROLOGY:
AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE at the same time, the fee is no
longer $10 per course or a total of $20 - but instead BOTH
COURSES FOR ONLY $16.
To register, complete the form and send it to the Alumni Office
along with your check or money order before April 27, 1973 for
the May-June offerings; and before July 3, 1973 f6r the
July - August offering.
SEND TO: "Mini 'U' ", c/o Alumni' Office, Northeastern Ill. Univ.
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625
Name _ _..,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(last)

(first)

(middle)

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City __________ State ______ Zip _ _ __
Telephone Number - - . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I am registering for : {Please check appropriate spaces.)
_ _ Astrology: An In-Depth Look __ Wed. _ __

Fri.

_ _ Numerology: An Introductory Course _ _Wed. _Fri.
_ _ Astrology: An Introductory Course
_
Catholic Theology
I ~m enclosing $ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
For additional information contact: The Alumni Association in C310
or 583-4050, Ext. 270

Forensics on the Move
On March 9th and 10th, the
team of Dan Borschke and

Bob Luginbill entered the
senior varsity competition in
the Illinois State Forensic
Tournament at Western Illinois University.
The team had a 2-4 record
against such stiff competition
as Loyola, Northern Illinois
University, Western Illinois
University, Illinois State
College, and Illinois State
University. Dan Borschke
earned 119 points and Bob
Luginbill earned a total of 134
points.

Dan Borschke also entered
the extemporaneous speaking
event. Against outstanding
competition, he placed 4th in
both of his rounds and earned
a remarkable 157 points.
On March 22nd to 25th, our
team had the opportunity to
attend the Model United
Nations Conference at Harvard
University in Boston. UNI
represented the country of
Albania.
A great deal of work went
into this conference effort. Our
students have been getting

background information on
Albania since mid-November.
Our delegation included :
Dan Borschke, Mike Cashman,
Donna Hacker, Susan Levin
and Bob Luginbill. The
students were accompanied by
Dr. David J ordan and Dennis
Mcsweeney. Our delegation
made a fine showing at the
conference a nd rep resented .
Albania remarkably well .
Congratulations to all members of the FORENS ICS
UNION for an outstanding
year.

Family Affair
by Marylene Whitehead
Northeastern's Office of
Community Service was represented Saturday evening at
the PUSH (People United to
Save Humanity) second annual fund raising banquet
entitled Family Affair. Politicians, Union leaders and Civil
Right organizations from
across the country came
together to discuss • strategy
dealing with the proposed
Nixon .Budget cuts and to
re-organize the coalition of the
1960's to deal with the
problems of the poor, labor,
political corruption etc.

Eleven thousand attended
the event. Big shots and little
shots sat side by sid e
at tables of ten. Attire
ranged from blue jeans to full
length furs. The menu was
strictly 'soul' food; chicken
and dressing, vegetables and
sweet potato pie for desert.
Many came to see and 'be'
seen and there was much to
see. It was a beautiful sight to
see eleven thousand people
conduct themselves in the
manner of a 'six- people'
sit-down dinner.
The purpose was serious and
the people seem to be very

aware that it was more than
just a night of social gathering
and entertainment. Attorney
Thomas Todd, executive vice
president of PUSH stated the
importance of the expense
involved in organizing ·and
staffing people to deal with the
many problems facing the
country in education, politics,
job equality, health, the poor
etc.
George Kirby, the famous
comedian, was witty and on
top of all the current situations
in the country. The PUSH
choir was excellent, as usual.

lndo-China

Ai-d ·
While the cease-fire in
Vietnam is being implemented,
the United Na tions Children's
Fund is making plans for
greatly increased assistance to
the mothers and children of
Indo-China who have been the
most helpless victims of the
war.
As in Nigeria and Bangladesh, UNICEF will focus its
attention and •eipertise on
providing urgently needed
food, medical care, shelter and
education for children, with
special concern for those who
have been maimed and
orphaned. UNICEF 's assistance will be coordinated with
that of other United Nations
agencies.
For over 20 years, UNICEF

Ben Coleman

Foreign
Language
Lecturer
by Marylene Whitehead
Nationwide, Dr. Ben Coleman., Coordinator of the Office
of Community Services, is
rapidly becoming one of the
most popular and sought after
lecturers in the field of Foreign
Language. A rigid schedule
only permits him to accept a
few of these invitations each
year. Of the few he did attend
and lecture, two of the · most
interesting were the National
Joint Meeting of the American ·
Council on Teaching Foreign
Languages and the Southern
Conference on Language
Teaching, which was held in
Atlanta Georgia and the
National College Language
Association Meeting which
was held in Columbia South
Carolina.
Dr. Coleman has done
extensive resea'rch on the
African influence and relationships with the many diversified Spanish-speaking cultures.
More =1recisely, he has dug
deeply into the literature of
certain areas such as the
Carripean, Jamaica , ·cuba,
Puerto\.,Rico, Venezuela and
Columbia believing that literature of the people is the truest
relfection of its society.
Dr. Coleman is the author of
a soon to be published book
entitled Afronegrismos en
Textos Literarios Puertorriquenos: Estudio Linguistico. Cultural. This field of study is
wide open and offers adventure
that is both exciting and
challenging. It is probably
controversial in that many do
not recognize or accept their
Black heritage but I can only
encourage those that seek
truth. In the end, truth is the
only _t_h i~g that will stand.

has been aiding child care
program wherever possible
throughout the long conflict in
South Vietnam, Cambodia and
Laos. It has also provided
some assistance to the children
of North Vietnam , using
earmarked funds contributed
by the Governments of
Switzerland and the Netherlands.
Now, UNICEF is preparing
to expand existing projects
and initiate new ones.
Emergency supplies are being
stockpiled at stratetic shipping
de~ots, ready for speedy
distribution. UNICEF staffs
will also be strengthened in the
1 concerned countries.
Special funds are needed to
enable UNICEF to execute
these plans as quickly and
fully as possible ..Contributions
designated for Indo-China may
be sent to UNICEF , United
Nations Children's Fund, New
York, N.Y. 10017.
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U.S. Postal System Examined
wouldn't say that the mailman
Q-What problems do you
How can a Postal System
or the clerk are at fault. Our encounter on a day to _day
that only has a service to
new system has delayed the basis with the management
render, make money like Mr.
This interview is with Roy
mail service. The reason why (government)?
Westman of' letter carriers
Klossen is proposing us to do?
the proces is so slow, is the
union local 825, and his views
This is why the mail service is
A-With management in the
way mail is transported. postal system. I can recall
concerning the current condivery poor at this time.
Airmail for example is sent on . many instances where it's
tion of the postal servic~.
The reason for the failure of
space available. Supposedly,
Mr. W estmen is currently a
the Postal System, and the
written or verbal, that they
management has corrected this
mailman at the Elmhurst Post
very poor mail delivery service
have not fulfilled. I feel that
situation in the past week to
Office in Elmhurst Illinois.
is because of management in
many of manrgement employten days. This remains to be
The Elmhurst Post Office has
the United States Postal Sys:
ees in the postal 'system, as
seen. This past Christmas of
about 50 to 60 carriers and is
tern is trying to save money
well as in our office, are very
1972 is a perfect example.
one of the largest in the
by cutting back on help,
incapable and unqualified to
We were delivering parcels up
western suburbs. Mr. Westoverburdening each employee,
handle their jobs.
till February 1973, and the
man has three jobs he does
routing mail six hundred miles
postal service was quoted over
well. 1. mailman, 2. union
by truck, when it's 40 miles by
radio and television that this
stewart for local 825 branch of
the way the crow flies.
was the smoothest Christmas
the National Association of
Q-When you 're negotiating a
they ever had.
let ter carriers, 3. Certified
contract for the mail carriers
Q:Do yo~ feel that the
public accountant. Mr. Westwhat will be your main topic of
man is a graduate of the
mailman
is the most militant
discussion?
by Sophie Glotz
University of Minnesota.
of
all
the
government
workers?
A-There are many topics.
Why is it that an artist is
Primarily, number one would
Q-Do you think the new
A-I hope they are, since they never recognized in his own
be the right to strike. The secpostal system is effective?
are the camels of the neighborhood until he has
ond one would be free medical
goverment system. I cannot achieved fame elsewhere?.
A-The new system which is
benefits. Number three would.
blame them one iota if they Why does a good actor or e.
called the United States Postal
be the no lay off clause which
are militant. The letter carrier good dancer have to go to New
Service came into effect in
is . currently in our contrat:t.
has just now started to get his York or London before
July of 1970. Under the new
Management would like this
head above water since the last Chicago realizes he is great?
system, we, the postal employremoved.
Northeastern is going to
contract was drawn up in July
ees felt like we were sold down
Let's look at the right .to
of 1970. Prior to this , most have a fantastic opportunity to
the river due to a take it or
strike issue. This could be very
letter carriers had to- have two answer some of these qm!sleave it type contract. This
difficult because we, the Postal
jobs.
Now with the cost of tions when the Illinois Arts
contract wa~ the first contract
employees , do not know
the Ballet
living increasing, with the Council brings
that the postal employees have
whether we 're under the
Showcase
to
campus
on May
inflationary
period,
and
the
ever received, and this is why
government's jurisdiction or
24,
at
7:30,
in
the
University
way
the
economy
is
going
management holds the upper
not. Refering to the free
today it looks very bad for the Auditorium. The Illinois Arts
hand. We would like to know
medical benefits, I'm sure
next negotiations due in July Council, an endangered species
at this time whether we are
most people who are outside of
due to recent cutbacks
of 1973.
still employed by the governpostal work are under the
implemented by Governor Dan
ment or not. Do we have the
impression that medical expenWalker,
is valiantly trying to
right to strike or notr Mr.
ses are completely paid by the
Q-Do you forsee in the near
carry on its tradition of
Klossen, our Postmaster Genpostal system. We currently
future a possibility of a
encouraging interest in · the
eral said he would like to
are paying 50%, which on the
national mail strike?
arts, a nd N orthea ster n is
see the postal employees have
average for a married man
fortunate enough to be · a
the right to strike. Now he has
with a family is roughly $400 a
A-Yes, I personally believe beneficiary.
contradicted these statements.
year.
that there will be a strike in
What is a Ballet Showcase?
He feels when our contract
Compared to free enterprise,
July of 1973. Even our union It may sound like stuffed dolls
expires July 20, 1973, he could
this is very µoor . Pertaining to
President, James Radamaker
care less whether we walked
the no lay off clause the has told us · that he will or ·puppets in formaldehyde,
out or not, he would have the
management would like this recomment that we do not but macroscopic observation
military or the national guard
removed from our contract in work under a no-contract proves otherwise. The Illinois
fulfill mail problems.
· order to remove certain clause, and that he will lead us Arts Council has investigated,
employees because of discrim- in the strike. I believe that watched, coddled, and cherishination. We would not like to thet strike .cannot be averted ed fledgling dancers and
IBO
loose this clause at all, and we due to the fa'.ct that the main choreographers who have been
COMBO
feel that probably a substan- issue is not money, but starving and dancing and
starving and dancing around
tial pay raise would be offered because management is not
Chicago
for years. This time,
to have it removed.
H '
willing to give in to our
the Council has given 6 or T
Q-What are the most conditions.
A
dance companies the opportuncommon causes for grievanc1
I
within the post office?
T
A-The most common comI
plaint by the public is delay in
delivery of the mail. There are
UNI
many reasons for this.
Auditorium
Currently the reason is lack of
May 18, 73
adequate help. I feel that the
7:30 PM
mail service has slipped
tremendously in the last three
Admission : $1.50
or four years because of our
"bottom of the barrel" were:
austerity program since Mr.
by Kathy McGuinnes
Earth, Wind & Fire, BrownsKlossen has taken over. I
Last semester CCAB put a ville Station, McKendrie
CCAB CALENDER FOR MAY
small survey in the PRINT as Spring, Maynard Fnigeson,
2 - 8 Fort Bragg Follies
10 am & 1 pm on tv
to groups you would like to and Malo.
We also asked for other
. 9 - 16 Rock on
10 am & 1 pm on tv
have us bring on campus. The
requests
. . Most of them were
9
The Wild One
noon
Unicorn
replies were few as compared
for
Segal-Schwall,
Bonnie
10
Sue Krueger & Thom 11 am - 1 pm _Unicorn
to..the entire campus, but I feel
Koloc, Buster, and Bill
Stuart
they are effective nevertheless.
Quateman.
16
Chisum
noon
Unicorn
According to the survey,
You can g!,!t ;;a n idea of the
North Shore Concert 8 pm
Auditorium
evening concerts are still
type
of programming we are
Band
preferred over afternoon ones
17
Afternoon of Rock
11 am - 5 pm Outside Little
for larger groups. The vote going to try to do for
September '73-April '74, but
Theatre
was 58-20.
nothing
definite can be done
T. Danie, (Mime)
22
1 pm
Auditorium
The acts· that got the
as
we
haven't gotten our
23
East of Eden
noon
Unicorn
highest preference were: Wishbudget request approved yet.
'.} 24
Peter N. Davis
bone Ash, Leo Kottke, Foghat,
If you are interested in helping
speaks on Soul ·Travel 1 - · 3 pm
Unicorn
and Lighthouse, in that order.
us
with our further planning
Ballet Showcase
- 7:30 pm
Auditorium $1.50 Moderate interest was indicatfor
the
fall and winter, come on
29
UNI Jazz Band
8 pm
Auditorium
ed for the Doobey Brothers,
up to the CCAB room, E205N,
30
Fort Apache
noon
Unicorn
Steely Dan, and the Five Man
we'd be glad to have you!!!!
31
Thom O'Donnell
12-2 pm
Unicorn
Electrical Band. At the
by Ray Worth

Q-Do you feel that the post
office in general promotes
inefficiency?
' ' ·· '
A-It certainly seems that
way to me. Due to the current
circumstances, for instance,
the letter carrier is expected to
do IIr0re than his share of
work. (and yet take harrassmen t.) Management always
claims how busy they are, but
yet they have the time to go
out and check on the carriers.

Bal let Is For
The Birds?

CCAB Survey
Results

ity to design a completely new
dance, rehearse it, and perform
it for the public while being
paid for their hundreds of
hours of ,work. The pay
amounts to something like 10
cents an hour, but the dancers
are strangely eager to take
advantage of this marvelous
opportunity.
· There will be one performance
only. The dances will range
from classical to modem. The
dancers will be some of the
finest in the midwest area. The
dances themselves will be new
attempts at art which is
always an exciting event in tlie
hands of dance professionals.
Remember the date! May 24 at
7:30 , in the Auditorium.
Tickets will cost $1.50 for
everyone, and will be sold in
room EZ05N from 10-2 daily,
and a.t the~ door. ·

VVater
Resource
Symposium

Held
The Second Annual National
Symposium on Societal Problems of Water . Resources,
sponsored by the Illinois Earth
Science Association, the
American Water Resources
Association, and the Northeastern Illinois University
Alumni Association was held
April 28 at the Regency Hyatt
House, O'Hare International
.Airport. Dr. Musa Qutub,
professor of earth science,
Northeastern Illinois University, is general chairman.
Four concurrent sessions
beginning at 9 a.m. explored
various aspects of the
relationship between society
and its water resources.
Participants ranged from
sixteen students from Casey
Junior High School, Mt .
. Vernon, Illinois, to experts
' from universities and research
organizations throughout the
country.
Tµ,e junior high school
students' 'section investigated
water pollution problems in
Southern Illinois. Other sections dealt with the economics
of water resources, social
concern for water resources,
and a series of technical
sessions.
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(mentally). The: cures f!;lr
many diseases: The answers
to many world ··· problems;
war, ecology, racial,' eco°ii.omics, politics e~., may lie
in the brain of oiie .of. m, -;-NOT necessarily in th; Jiii"d
of the affluent only.

.

DON'T. Just as pebbles can
cause ripples in streams that
eventually vibrate as far out as
the ocean. . . if half the
students have to drop school
because of the cuts, there
won't be a need for all those
currently on faculty payrolls.

PROPOSALS:

PRINT
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THE STUDENTS NEED
AND WILL BE WAITING
FOR A 'SHOW OF CON- Important Debate Meeting Wed. Apr.
CERN'. THESE BUDGET 11th, '73, 6:30 p.m., S-124. 1. Discuss
CUTS ARE THREATENING organization of '73-'74 season. 2.
THE VERY SURVIVAL OF Review of debate fundamentals and 3.
MA.NY OF US. THERE- Probable commitment for next year.
FORE, THAT MAKES ALL Anyone for making music & money? I
have contacts for jobs, time to
OF THIS SERIOUS BUSI- rehearse
and a love for singing. Just
NESS. . . THAT NEEDS lost my accompianist to Europe. I
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. want to start a new group with

1. Call the Administration,

Department Heads & Faculty
of Northeastern together for a
conference regarding the proposed cuts in educa~iori. . .
2. Call a meeting, with all
of you and student,(to plan a
strategy for immediate lobbying in Washington.
3. Call, a city-state &
nation-wide SUMMIT CON..:
'FE RENCE of Universities.
Don't let this happen while
federal spendin~ in non-human
areas will increase . .THERE IS
POWER AND INFLUENCE
IN UNITY, WHER,EAS INDIVIDUALS WON'T RECEIVE CONSIDERATION.
UNI could lead the way in a
'feasible plan to unite these
schools for a common goal,
SA VE THE STUDENTS.
Recognize your importance as
a group. YOU CAN DO IT.
YOU CAN DO IT.
The only reason for anonymity on the part of a few
concerned students is that this ·
can serve as a PLEA on behalf
of all the students who will be
-~ffected by these cuts.

interesting instrumentation and good
sound. Open for ideas. Mostly clubs
and pub type of gigs. Call Bev
583-2644.

To: CIVIL SERVICE STAFF &
SUPERVISORS
From: Personnel Office
Date: 4-26-73
PERSONNEL OPEN HOUSE
Puh-leeeze, come to see our new
offices!
Date: May 8, 1973, Time: 1-4, Palce:
C-424
UNI's Alum Association sponsors a
concert by D.A. W.K. Spatzen
Children's Concert, 7:30 p.m., May 17
in auditorium.

Wanted - Tutor for 12 year old boy
- 4, 5, & 6 grade math. Call 283-6999
Mr. Brady.
Piano teacher wanted. Can pay about
$2.00 a half hour. I have a piano and .
live close. Call 463-5263

-------------r
STAMMTISCH"
Every Wednesday 8 p.m .

ERNIE'S PALM LOUNGE
5053 N .. Lincol n Ave.
Present thi s Coupon at

·Note to PROFESSORS:

anytime for one free

If you are feeling separate
and apart from this problem.

stein of beer.

MONETARY DELP
ERA NEEDS
FOR INFORMATION CALL 939-3989
SEND CHECKS TO ERA YES
53 W. Jackson, Room 623 Chicago, Illinois

CCAB Presents:

Glass! & Newspaper RECYCLING
Saturday, May 12 & Sunday, May 13,
hours: 10 a.m.-6 p.m. both days, , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 7
I Location:
3746 W. Armitage Ave. Admiral Cor p. parking lot.
Please separate glass by color, They
must be reasonably clean, paper labels
acceptable. Bottles and jars may be
broken or whole. Volunteers are
needed to assist at the recycling site.
For more detailed information T,ogan
Sq. Neighborhood Assn. 2641 N.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN :
MILWAUKEE Chgo. ill. 60647,
384-4370
Administration and Organizational Behavior

GEORGE WILLIAMS COLL.EGE
GRADUATE EDUCATION

.

Camping and Outdoor Education Administration

· Come to the J ewish Multi-Meida
Festival to be held Sunday, May 13,
197);\, 12 noon-6 p.m., Temple Bethel,
1 3050
West Touhy Avenue. Film
Festival performance, workshops on
storytelling, cooking, dance, music,
photography. Arts, crafts, pottery,
sculpture exhibits and many more ...
Opportunity to participate and exhibit
is still open. Call 346-6700 Ext. 421.
Sponsored by: College Age Youth
Srvices at the J ewish Federation at
Metropolitan Chicago.

Counseling Psychology
Health Education
Physical Education
Recreation Administration
Master of Social Work
preparing competent professionals
commitment to the service of social needs and
human values
deali ng with the human elements of urban
problems.

Lost - Seal point Siamese cat, male ,
named Socrates. Last seen on 3rd
floor of Science Building. If found
please call Larry at 882-2286.

Correspondence and Information

Sandra Hughes

TheWorld
needs
anotherHot Line.
OURS.__ . .

Associate Director of Admissions - Graduate Programs

George Williams College
555 31st Street
Downers Grove , Illinois 60515
In the Ch icago Metropolitan Area
Telephone (312) 964-3100

-------------·COUPON-------------·
I

about a Religious I
lions: "How I
I

i::~~f iNORTHEASTERN SPECIAL
~; I
I

Present this coupon
'
and play for 1/3 off
the hourly rate.

::E..

TYCHOBRAHE

Miss Cue
3305 N. Ashland

Chicago, Illinois 312-878-2861

May 17 - 11 pm
Outside Little Theatre

You don't have to be
a hustler to play pool.

little English
5658 W. Diversey

24 TABLES

THE SACRED HEART
FATHERS, BROTHERS &
SEMINARIANS
1537 W Rosemont Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
60660
Phone (312) 761-5977

18 TABLES

House of lords
Irving-Harlem Plaza
Norridge
20 TABLES

June 15, '73

:_______________________________
EXPIRES
_J

I

7, May, 1973
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Tennis TeClffl Col1tinues Winnirlg Ways
-~
convincingly 6-1, 6-1. No. 3
Mark Anderson, Reid and NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
doubles saw Stein and Doepp
Mark won the number two
win 7-6, 61973 Varsity Tennis Schedule*
Northeastern played its first
doubles match, 4-2, 6-1. Looks
The following day, (April' ··
tennis match of the 1973
like we have a successful DATE
TEAM
PLACE
TIME
7th) UNI played Roosevelt.
season on May 4. It was
doubles combination.
UNI won convincingly 8-1.
Tues. May 8
Oakton
Home
3:00
against the very good team
Mark Anderson was defeatFor a wrap-up of the scorWed. May 9
2:30
UICC
UICC
from Aurora College. Final
ed in the fourth match by his
ing:
Fri. May 11
Niles
Home
3:00
score was 6-3 in favor of
Aurora opponent by a score of
Steve Dezurko won 7-6, 6-4
Concordia
Concordia
3:00
Northeastern.
2-6, 2-6. Mark's· timing seemed Tues. May 15
Ron Schwartz won 6-0, 6-4
Thurs.
May
1
7
Lewis
Home
3:00
The victory was a gratifying
to be "off" due to lack of
Reid Adler won 6-1, 6-0.
one, to say the least, due to practice which was due to a
Sat. May 19
Home
10:30
A.M.
Chicago State
the pressure and tension
Mark Anderson won his first
Chicago State
Chicago State
3:00
"malfunction of the weather?" . Tues. May 22
carried over from the previous
match
6-2, on a real strong
In the 5th singles match of Sat. May 26
Great Lakes
Home
10:00 A.M.
season.
performance. Marie is over his
the day Larry Doepp repreThe matches concluded as
Spring Fever.
sented Northeastern. He play- COACH: Ron Faloona
follows :
John Schagg won his match
ed a good match but · Co-Capts.: Steve Dezurko, Ron Schwartz
In the first match of the
6-0, 6-0. Roosevelt forfeited ·
eventually lost 4-6, 5-7. Doepp *Dates subject to change.
day, Steve Dezurko lost in
their No. 6 singles and No.3
really came on strong at the
Since all of you fine readers have seen the tennis schedule for this
singles, 4-6, 4-6, to Aurora's
doubles. In the first doubles
end, but it was a little too late.
number one man . Guess
Reid Adler and Mark AnderThe 6th match saw John season, come out and support your team. We sure could use your
son lost 2-6, 2-6. The No. 2
everybody can have an
Schagg destroy Aurora's support.
" off-day" .
doubles saw Larry Doepp and
player 6-1, 6-2. John played an
Ron Schwartz, Northeastern
Joe Stein win 6-2, 6-4.
all-round fine match. It was a
7-6. Larry Doepp played No. 6
Friday April 6, Northeastern
As you can see by the scores
number two man, literally blew
good solid performance. We played its 2nd Tennis match of
beating his opponent 6-0, 7-5.
his opponent off the court with
UNI was a powerhouse in
expect John to be a consistent the '73 season against Niles
In two exhibition singles
victory scores of 6-1 , 6-0. Later
tennis. The team. record is now
winner.
matches Joe Stein won 6-2,
College. Final score: NorthRon and Steve Dezurko had an ·
3-0
and overall match play it is ,
The most important match eastern 9, Niles 2. In the first
6-2. Rich Godin lost a real
23-6, a percentage of close to ·
easy win defeating Aurora in
of the day was the No. 3 singles match Steve Dezuro
close match, 6-7, 5-7.
.750. Congratulations to all the
the number one doubles
doubles match. John Schagg won 6-1 , 6-2. In the 2nd singles
The
2nd
doubles
had
players
on the team for a fine
match, 6-2 , 6-4 . (Steve ' s
and Joe Stein played for UN!.
match Ron Schwartz won 7-5,
Anderson
and
Adler
win
start
in
this 1973 season.
playing improved.)
Points scored during the 6-2. Then Steve and Ron
The third match of the meet
match was tied 3-3. This was
teamed up to win the No. 1
was won by ·' Northeastern's
the deciding match. UNI lost doubles 6-2, 7-5.
(Continued from Page 2)
Reid Adler, a freshman. Reid
the first set 4-6; then came
Reid Adler of UNI won
overcame his opponent by the
back to win the second set 6-4.
again beating his opponent
SCHEDULE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
smashing score of 6-1, 6-3.
After a break period John and
6-0, 6-1. Mark Anderson was
Nice work Reid. We expect
Ziagos - Schimpf - Salario
Joe received encouragements
still having problems in the May 10, 1973
more wonderful performances from coach Faloona. The third
Ziagos - Salario - Butler
early season as he lost 3-6, 2-6. May 31 , 1973
from .y ou throughout this
set broke Auror's back which
Ziagos - Guzik - Hobley
John Schagg playing No. 5 June 21, 1973
season. , Later, teamed with lead to the victory by UNI.
singles beat .his opponent 6-3, July 12, 1973
Ziagos - Faloona - Ho~tetler
Ziagos - Faloona - Host~tler
Aug. 2 1973

by The Sacrificial Lamb

Fun Nites begin at 6:30 P.M. and end at 9:30 P.M.
Gym Activities: 6:30 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
*Pool : 8:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.
Raffle (prizes) : 9:10 P.M.

Golf Team At 4-2
by Chris Meyer
The UNI Golf Team played
two quadrangular meets last
week and emerged with a 4-2
record. On Tuesday, April 13,
they traveled to the home
course of IIT for a meet which

also involved Roosevelt University and Niles College. The
Eagles suffered a disappointing loss to IIT but the home
course advantage for the
winners was obviously a
factor. UNI easily dropped

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Varsity Golf Roster 1973-74*

TIME

COURSE

DATE

HOST

SCHOOLS

Mon.
May 7

N.A.I.A. District /120 Tourn. Silverlake

10:00

Wed.
May 9

Loyola

DePaul, UNI, Silverlake
Roosevelt

1:30

Fri.
May 11

Roosevelt

Chicagoland Silverlake
Conference Golf
Tournament
(Cost $50.00)

7:00 a.m.

*Dates subject to change.

The

Pony
. Sltop

BICYCLE CENTER
Offering the Lowest Pri-=-s on the

World's Most Desired Bicydes
Entlioh: 0 . -, F -. ........ Roya!Sml
, -, Anquetil, Gi_, _ _
-cilr, M o t - . RNW,
_ _ , Kllkhoff
1 -: Bianchi, B ~ . Corm, FNjut.

Laf'-.

u..._-.

Mirella, Olmo
. , _ _, Azukl, Oynal, Fuji. Nllhlki, S.klne

-

: Rota.VI...

. TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
743 Chicago Ave.
760 Waukegan
Evanston
Deerfield
864-5775
945-9630

*If you have long hair, bring a swim cap (men &

Roosevelt 19½-4½ and buried
Niles 23-1. The three low
scorers for the Eagles were
Jim Buckner 77, Ron Ruszkiewicz 80, and Rick Podraza 81.
On Thursday, April 5th,
UNI hosted Chicago Circle,
Loyola, and Niles. An even
more disappointing loss resulted, a 13-11 setback at the
hands of Circle. Loyola was
crushed 15-9 and Niles 19-4 by
the Eagle golfers. The low
scorers were Jim Buckner 75,
Rick Podraza 79, and Chris
Meyer 80.
The golfers are
now
anticipating better performance by the entire team in the
upcoming matches which
should lead to revenge
victories over IIT and Circle.

women). This is a state requirement. Come on in
and have good time!

POOL RECREATION HOURS
ALL students, staff and faculty are cordially invited to take part in
activities during the stated hours: .
TIME
2 P.M. SWIM - Spring Term
SWIM - Summer Term
3 P.M. SWIM - Spring-Summer 11 A.M. (16 weeks)
1 P.M. 1 P.M. -

SUPERVISOR
Friday
Mon. - Fri.
Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.

Guzik
Schiniff
_Faloona
ButlerSalario

GYM RECREATION HOURS* (May-August, 1973)
11 - Monday - Gym
12 - Monday :.... Gym C
2 - Monday - Gym C
12 - Tuesday - Gym C
2 - Tuesday ~ Gym C
2 - Wednesday - Gym C

11 - Thursday - Gym C
2 - Thursday - Gym C
8 & 9 - Friday - Gym A
12 - Friday - Gym A
1 - Friday - Gym C

Northeastern Illinois University
Varsity Baseball Schedule - 1973
PLACE

TIME

PAY

DATE

TEAM

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Sat'.
Mon.

May 7
May 8
May 9
May 10
May 12
May 14
May 16-18
May 23-2 5
J une 1-6

Purdue Univ. - Calu met
Hammond, Ind.
·cqampaign, Ill.
Univ. of Illinois (2).
Chicago State Univ':
Home
Univ. of Wisc.-Milwaukee (2)
' Milwaukee, Wis.
Lewis College (2) {twi-nighter) r Lockpo ~t, Ill.
Home
Lewis College
NAIA District '/1 20 Playoffs
NAIA Area /16 Playoffs
National Tournament
Phoenix, Arizona

All home games played at: Harrer Park

0

3:30
2:00
3:30
1:00
6:00
3:3 0

6250 W. Dempster, Morton Grove, Ill.

\

